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The Valuation Dividend returned 2.96% in 19Q2, vs. 4.35% for its benchmark 

Russell 1000 Value, on a total return basis. 

 

In the 2nd quarter, the Russell 1000 value performed on par with the Russell 

1000 universe, as both indices reacted similarly to a series of notable events in 

the past 3 months: optimism about a US/China trade agreement that was 

supposedly within reach, President Trump putting 25% tariff on $200 billion of 

Chinese imports amid a sudden U turn of the US/China trade negotiation, 

President Trump to implement 5% tariff immediately on Mexico imports, Fed 

Chairman Powell signaling openness to cut interest rates, Mexico promising to 

take unprecedented steps to increase enforcement to curb irregular migration in 

exchange of the US putting off tariff, and US/China agreeing to resume trade 

negotiations. When the US large cap. equity market reached its record high at 

the end of Q2, the 10 Yr US Treasury yield collapsed to ~2% from ~2.5% at the 

end of Q1, as traders bet it is nearly certain the Fed would lower its benchmark 

fund rate by 25 bps at their July 30/31 meeting. In Q2, economically sensitive 

sectors such as Financials, Technology, Communication Services, and 

Discretionary performed well. Dividend yield as a factor had mixed performance 

in the R1000, with the top and bottom 20% ranked stocks outperforming the rest. 

The following are the best and worst performing stocks in the Valuation Dividend 

in 19Q2. 
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Financials was the best performing sector in the SP500 in 19Q2, and four of the 

best performing names in the Valuation Dividend are financial stocks. In spite of 

the 10-Yr US Treasury yield dropping to 2%, investors cheered at the improved 

prospect of the US economy, as a result the US and China agreeing to restart 

trade negotiation, which is a positive for economically sensitive sectors such as 

financials. In addition, all 18 US banks passed the Fed’s annual stress test - the 

Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR) with flying colors in late 

June, fortifying investors’ confidence in the big financial institutions’ ability to 

weather economic storms. Moreover, most of the 18 companies received no 

objection from the Fed regarding their capital plans. For PNC, the bank will be 

able to repurchase up to $4.3 billion of its common stock for the four-quarter 

period beginning in 19Q3, nearly 6% of its current market capitalization, and 

raise quarterly common dividend by 21% to $1.15 per share. JP Morgan would 

be raising its dividend by 12.5% to $0.90, and buying back up to $29.4 billion in 

the 12 months ahead, nearly 8% of its recent market cap. The new capital 

deployment plan would make both PNC and JPM’s common dividend yield at 

greater than 3%. For Ameriprise (AMP), the company is expected to continue to 

benefit from record high US equity market levels, as it generates nearly 75% of 

its operating profits from the wealth advisory and asset management businesses.  

Separately for Hasbro (HAS), the company in late April reported a surprise year 

over year revenue growth in 19Q1, and posted profits instead of expected losses, 

helped by the success of Transformers movie spin-off “Bumblebee” which drove 

sales of the company’s action toys. Sales from other long running brands such as 

Play-Doh and Monopoly were also strong. Importantly, the company expects 

more profitable growth for the rest of 2019, with big Disney movies lined up, 

including “Avengers: End Game”, Star Wars, Frozen, etc.  

On the detracting side, Kohl’s (KSS) was the worst performer. In May, Kohl’s 

reported 19Q1 revenue and earnings per share well short of expectations, and 

revised its FY19 EPS to be sharply lower. Management attributed weak 

performance and outlook to a combination of factors including unfavorable 

weather, soft Home category sales and less productive key promotional events. 

The company intends to focus on more aggressive promotion and pricing to drive 

revenue, and expects sales momentum to improve in the 2H. Other near-term 

initiatives include the nationwide roll out of Amazon Returns in July and several 

important brand launches as well as program expansions, which should drive 

traffic growth and loyalty. Longer term, Kohl’s is testing various key partnership 

programs to better utilize its real estate, including working with grocer Aldi, small 

specialty shop Total Wine, and Planet Fitness companies. We believe this 

rightsizing strategy has attractive long-term potential to help Kohl’s improve its 

return. The nearly 30% loss of market value in Q2, in our view, is an over reaction 

to Kohl’s latest results. Further, the company has a strong balance sheet and the 

right strategy to stay competitive in the retail arena for the long term.   
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Eli Lilly (LLY) continued to feel the pain of Cialis generics, which came into 

market in September last year, and caused Cialis 19Q1 sales to decline 38% 

year over year. More importantly, its newer medicines launched in the past years 

showed some softness in the company’s latest results. Notably, two important 

growth drugs Trulicity for diabetes and autoimmune medicine Taltz missed sales 

slightly in 19Q1, and face lower net pricing outlook due to increasingly 

competitive end markets. Regardless, management reaffirmed prior 2019 topline 

guidance calling for pharma growth of 4% year over year and its new EPS 

guidance of $5.65 is slightly better than the $5.60 pre-Elanco spin off guidance, 

consistent with prior assertion that the spin-off would be slightly accretive to EPS.  

Carnival (CCL) has been a laggard for a while. The company and its other cruise 

liner peers have been dealing with negative investor sentiment in the past 18 

months, due to worries about industry overcapacity, slowing net revenue yield 

momentum, higher crude oil prices, and weakness in China and Europe, to name 

a few. The strength in US dollar also didn’t help. Carnival’s common stock has 

also underperformed its peers so far in 2019, partially attributable to its large 

exposure to Europe (nearly 30% of its total business), which is being hurt by 

economic woes in continental Europe and uncertainty around Brexit. As a 

result, Carnival has lowered its already soft 2019 earnings guidance twice 

this year, with profitability challenges in Europe exacerbated by high fuel 

prices and unfavorable currency exchange. Moreover, there is skepticism of 

Carnival’s growth strategy in the mid-term. In the past 5 years, Carnival grew 

capacity by 2.5% on average annually, achieved average annual yield growth 

greater than 3%, while attaining cost increases to less than 2% compounded 

annually. In the next 5 years, the company expects net annual capacity growth to 

be approximately 5%, with lower than historic net annual revenue yield growth. 

Management claims the new ships would help the company better control cost, 

therefore achieving double digit earnings growth on an annualized basis. While 

we believe ongoing fleet replenishment efforts are essential to cruise liners for 

creating demand, retaining its competitiveness as an attractive entertainment 

venue, and leveraging cost, we have concerns about the potential imbalance 

between a peaking economy, peaking cruise demand and accelerating CAPEX 

requirements in the years ahead. That said, Carnival does have the best balance 

sheet in the industry, and the company will maintain its investment credit rating 

for debt while managing capital expenditure needs. We are closely monitoring 

the company and look forward to seeing its net yield stabilize in the quarters 

ahead.   

The Valuation Dividend currently enjoys an average dividend yield of 3.2%. We 

aim for the strategy to maintain strong income generation ability, attractive 

valuation, robust balance sheet strength, and broad sector exposure.  

 

Valuation Dividend Changes for 19Q2: No change 

Valuation Dividend 19Q2 List 
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Disclaimers: 

FOR PROFESSIONAL FINANCIAL/INSTITUTIONAL USE ONLY. 

Applied Finance refers to Applied Finance Capital Management and its Affiliated Companies.  

The Valuation Dividend is an investment strategy designed to track the performance of a basket of stocks selected by Applied Finance.  The Valuation Dividend is a 
copyrighted product of Applied Finance and may not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without the prior express, written consent of Applied 
Finance. 

Performance numbers represent past performance and may not be indicative of future returns. Performance is gross of fees and assumes reinvestment of all 
dividends and capital gains. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  
 

References to stocks held in the Valuation Dividend are for informational purposes only and do not constitute an offer to buy or sell any security. 

The information and data contained in this presentation were obtained from sources deemed to be reliable, but Applied Finance makes no guarantee as to the 
accuracy or completeness of any such information or data. 

 


